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OPTIONAL  
How long have you lived in the area <> 11 years 
Occupation <> Semi retired, part time work local retail hardware 
    
Please note - numbering protocols in this submission are the same as those used in the  
resolution passed by the Assembly on 1/11/2018 setting the Terms of Reference for the 
Inquir
y   
    
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS - I am a layman, with no special qualifications or expertise  
relating to drones or air space regulations. My comments stem from my personal 
observations as a resident of Bonython and my feelings as to the responsibility of governments 
to their constituents 
    
   <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
1 . (a) the decision to base the trials of the technology in the ACT & surrounding region 
    
  <> I was unaware that the ACT Government had authorised Wing to conduct the trial. 
   It was not publicised & residents were not informed or consulted.  
  <> When some risk is involved ACT Govt normally makes a public announcement, say  
   in the case of burnoffs or water quality problems, to allay resident's fears.- in this  
   case fellow residents were left wondering if an arial attack was occurring when the 
   first banshee-like wail was heard when the drone flights first occurred. 
  <> Transparency of government decisions is essential to maintain public confidence. 
   This lack of information displayed an apalling degree of arrogance and a lack of 
   respect  
  <> My brother & I discovered the location of the drone launching site by accident. The  
   site was surrounded by a high mesh fence - there were no notices posted on the  
   perimeter explaining the purpose of the facility. This should have been a minimum 
   requirement for the operators to have provided. 
    
1 . (b) the economic impact of drone delivery technology being tested in the ACT  
   (1) investment (2) jobs created (3) extent of collaboration 
    
  <> I am not qualified, or in possession of relevant data to comment on these matters.I 
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   think that disclosure of potential benefits by the Government would have created a  
   favourable impression in the minds of residents, instead of a feeling that we don't 
   matter. 
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1 . ( c) the extent of regulatory oversight of drone technology at various levels of  
   government inc, but not limited to :- 
   (1) local authorities (2) Commonwealth agencies 
    
  <> My gut feeling is that the public must be protected by the Government insisting that 
   drone delivery be subject to stringent regulations of appropriate authorities.  
  <> These regulations would include where they could (or could not) fly, provision for  
   flights to be insured to cover personal injury or property damage where this  
   resulted from negligence/accidents on the part of the operators. 
  <>  Operators be held liable to prosecution where negligence caused such mishaps. 

  <>  
I feel strongly that authorities should restrict flights to essential or 
emergency 

   services and that "frivolous" use of drones to deliver food not be allowed 
   where large shopping centres are located nearby 
  <>  Regulations should address noise levels, restriction of dissemination of data and 
   photogaphic material. At present, I believe photographic material is held for a year, 
   but nobody has revealed if those records have been sold on during that year. 
  <> I am most concerned about the invasion of personal space & lack of privacy. 
    
1 . (d) the extent of any environmental impact as a result of trialling drone delivery 
   technology on:- 
   (1) Residents within the trial area 
  <> Noise levels are unacceptably high 
  <> Residents are being subjected to scrutiny against which they have no legal 
   avenue of appeal.  
   (2) Impact on native wildlife 
  <> Barr Smith Avenue is a "bird corridor". Many birds inhabit surrounding trees & 
   roost on light poles. My impression is that there are fewer birds in our area since 
   the drone trial started. 
   (3) Impact on domestic animals AND (4) Greenhouse gas emissions 
  <> No comment, no reports received. 
    
1 . (e) ways to improve the use of drone delivery technology  within the ACT. 
  <> Ensure that the regulatory authorities restrict flights to emergency services only 
    
1 . (f) Any other relevant matters 
  <> Experience in Bonython indicates that there are insufficient police to rein in bad  



   road behaviour - drivers exceeding speed limits in local streets and almost nightly 
   burnouts. What protection will be available to residents when not one drone 
   service operates, but more are flying. The potential risk for death, injury or 
   serious property damage  will dramatically increase. 
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1 . (g) Information privacy 
  <>  We are already deluged with unsolicited Call Centre phone calls as a result of  
   information being "sold on". If unscrupulous people obtain aerial surveillance 
   photographs, will residents be subject to possible extortion attempts? 
    
CONCLUDING REMARKS - I am in favour of technological advancement and can see the  
benefits that can result from judicious use of drones. It is most important that we retain the 
amenity of pleasant living in Canberra and this can be achieved, in part, by ensuring the 
safety and well-being of residents through strong regulation of drone operators and their craft. 

 


